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Abstract 
The Free-to-play (F2P) model is the primary business model applied in indie mobile             
games nowadays. However, the fact that less than 5% of players are paying is still a                
big problem for developers. There is a theoretical gap in understandings of how to              
increase revenue without lowering the quality of the game and deliver more valuable             
and better gaming experience for players. Some assumptions and empirical methods           
need to be verified. The aim of this research is to understand a series of specific                
design and development questions of F2P games, including game inner mechanics,           
game structures, and monetization strategies. We attempted to find consensus          
between developers and players. In addition, this research also sought to find out how              
F2P mobile game can provide as a comprehensive service in order. It sought to find a                
sustainable and profitable business model for each game by integrating monetization           
organically inside of the game without sacrificing players’ enjoyment. We used a mixed             
methods research approach, including both interviews and surveys, to examine the           
opinions and behavior of developers and players based on the          
Acquisition-Retention-Monetization funnel. 
 
Keywords 
Mobile games, In-app purchase intention, free-to-play, pay-to-play, purchase behavior, 
game apps, business model, revenue models, business model innovation, business 
sustainability 
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Terms 
AAA developers AAA (pronounced "triple-A") is an informal classification used for           
video games produced and distributed by mid-sized or major publishers, typically           
having higher development and marketing budgets. AAA game development is          
associated with high economic risk and with high levels of sales required to obtain              
profitability. 

Average Revenue Per Paying User value: ARPPU value refers to the average            
monthly contribution of game paid users, usually ARPPU = game monthly total            
revenue/game monthly paid users. 

Augmented Reality (referred to as AR) is where information from the real world and              
the virtual world are integrated.  

Booster items: In a game these accelerate the player’s progression speed (doubling            
experience points), make the game easier to play by helping the player to bypass              
constraints (one more life) or by speeding up gameplay elements (e.g. faster building             
or repairing structures in a tower defense game, increase the speed of vehicles in first               
person shooter (FPS) games). They are short-life or time-constrained items (meaning           
that they have a one-time usage). 
 
Business model: The rationale for how an organization creates, delivers and captures 
value. 
 
Cosmetic or vanity items: In a game they serve purely aesthetic purposes (they have              
no functional value). The value of customization is part of the experience for the player.               
The player might customize their in-game chararacters’ clothes, appearance,         
on-screen representation as well as any animations and sounds associated with them,            
the name and its writing/color, the label of a good. They can be used as symbol                
representing a group of players (guilds or nationality).  
 
Functional or comfort items: They customize the user interface to manage data, they             
are tools to create and manage guilds or to get access to specific statistics for high                
level players. They can erase some stats about the player (e.g. number of failures) or               
can automatically perform some tedious tasks (feed the pet, water the garden). They             
include renting multi-players private servers to play with friends or paying for storage             
space to store music.  
 
 
Gameplay Gameplay is the specific way in which players interact with a game, and in               
particular with video games. Gameplay is the pattern defined through the game’s rules,             
the connection between the player and the game, the challenges and the player’s             
 
 
 



 

overcoming of them, the plot and player's connection with it. Video game gameplay is              
distinct from the game’s graphics and audio. 
 

Intellectual property: including trademarks, copyrights, registered or unregistered        
designs. For example, literature and works of art: fiction, poetry, drama, film, painting,             
photography, sculpture, architectural design, etc. It has the characteristics of          
specialization, locality and timeliness. 

 
 
Indie game: refers to a video game that is created by independent developers which              
means there is no financial support from a publisher. Indie games often focus on bold               
innovation and mainly rely on digital distribution.  
 
Network effect: A network effect (also called network externality or demand-side 
economies of scale) is the positive effect described in economics and business that an 
additional user of a good or service has on the value of that product to others. 

 

Publisher: A video game publisher is a company that publishes video games that have              
been developed either internally by the publisher or externally by a video game             
developer. As with book publishers or publishers of DVDs, video game publishers are             
responsible for their product's manufacture and marketing, including market research          
and all aspects of advertising. 
 
Power or performance items: These elevate a game player’s offensive and defensive            
abilities (upgrades to weapons, vehicles and attacks, enhancement to character health           
and stamina). Their purchase depends on the player’s level.  
 
Revenue model: A revenue model is a framework for generating revenue. It identifies 
which revenue source to pursue, what value to offer, how to price the value, and who 
pays for the value. It is a key component of a company's business model. 
 
Role-playing game  (abbreviated to RPG) is a game in which players assume the 
roles of characters in a fictional setting. Players take responsibility for acting out these 
roles within a narrative, either through literal acting or through a process of structured 
decision-making. Actions taken within many games succeed or fail according to a 
formal system of rules and guidelines. 
 

Virtual Reality is a technology that can create 3D spatial graphics and interact with              
users to create ‘virtual’ reality experiences for users or simulations of the real world. In               
the game industry, hardware such as VR glasses and body sense devices are included              
as part of virtual reality technology. 

 
 
 



 

 
 

Abbreviation 
 
ADS - Advertisement 
ARPPU - Average Revenue Per Paying User 
ARM - Acquisition-Retention-Monetization 
F2P - Free to Play 
GaaS - Game as a Service 
IAP - In-app purchase 
IOS - iPhone Operating System 
IP - Intellectual Property 
MTX - Microtransactions 
P2P - Pay to Play 
PC - Personal computer 
RMT - Real-Money Trades 
RPG - Role-playing game 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background  
 
With the evolution of the hardware performance of mobile devices, the development of             
standard operating systems for mobile devices such as IOS and Android, and the             
arrival of high speed and high quality mobile networks, the mobile game industry has              
become increasingly competitive and promising. According to forecasts by Newzoo,          
across the world 2.3 billion gamers will spend $137.9 billion on games in 2018. More               
than 50% of the revenues from the global game market will come from mobile              
segments, in which smartphones will account for 80% and the remaining 20% will             
come from tablets (Wijman, 2018). 

 

Figure 1 2018 global games market (per device & segment with year-on-year 
growth rates) 

As the dominant entertainment industry, alongside the arrival of new technologies, the            
rapid and stable growth of the mobile gaming industry is also due to innovations in               
game design and new business models (Davidovici-Nora, 2014). The Free-to-play          
(F2P) revenue model can be seen as a form of a larger freemium business model               
paradigm (Luton, 2013; Seufert 2014). The F2P model is one of the most common and               
popular business models in the gaming industry. With the F2P model, a mobile game              
gives players free access to a significant portion of the game and then offers them the                
possibility to buy virtual items later if they would like to enhance their gaming              
experience or shows advertisements(Appshopper, 2014). The F2P model has also          
given rise to the development of microtransactions (MTX). This is a business model             
where users can purchase virtual goods via micropayments. It has emerged as a valid              
revenue model for casual games. Compared with Real-money Trades (RMT), which           
were the first microtransactions appearing in the video game industry, MXT in F2P             
mobile games legalizes virtual goods trades. MTX therefore solves problems including           
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fairness issues (Lin and Sun, 2007), fast consumption of game contents and            
resources(Lehdonvirta and Virtanen, 2010). MTX also reduces the risk of cheating           
software, scamming and piracy (Lin and Sun, 2007). At the same time, the habit of               
virtual consumption in online virtual worlds has been formed and become increasingly            
mature (Mäntymäki and Salo, 2015). Seeking to target the long tail, boost user             
acquisition, widening their reach beyond hardcore players to causal players, and           
capturing more business and financial opportunities, game publishers and developers          
have transformed their revenue models. They have switched from charging users when            
they install the game, or overwhelming them with advertisements, to only selling them             
virtual items which enhance the gaming experience. Moreover, game developers are           
faced with increasing numbers of competitors, especially from AAA P2P developers           
like Crytek (The Collectables™, Crytek's first free-to-play mobile game) and Activision           
(Call of Duty®: Heroes), Blizzard (Hearthstone). In response, many F2P mobile games            
are responding with higher quality gameplay performance, a bigger diversity of genres,            
and more complexity of game design and monetization. 

However, a recent monetization report reveals that 48% of revenue is generated by             
0.19% of the player population in mobile F2P games, which highlights the role of the               
small paying minority (Hamari and Alha, 2017). Most of the games just follow the              
trends, use a single revenue model and focusing only on the company’s short-term             
interest by mining players data to stimulate consumptions (McWilliams, 2013). There            
are also some controversies related to in-game purchasing for children and abuse by             
developers to make customers pay more than they were aware of (Nylander, 2014). 

1.2 Research Aims and Objectives 
Business model innovation in the mobile game industry is not only motivated by             
monetization but also by the value delivered to the players. The free access, of course,               
is a sacrifice that company’s make in order to attract and capture new casual players.               
However, the final success of mobile games are more dependent on the quality of the               
game performance and the value the game delivers to the players (Davidovici-Nora,            
2014). Hence, this research will focus on two questions:  

1) How can game developers make the value proposition of the game based on the               
constraints of created by the gameplay?  

2) How can game developers manage the double on-demand dynamics between           
real-time consumption and real-time production? 

The aim of this research is to understand the specific design and development             
questions faced by those making F2P games. These questions include in-game           
mechanics and monetization strategies. The research will seek to examine how these            
dynamics function from both the developers and customers sides. In addition, it will             
explore how a company might run a F2P mobile game as a comprehensive service. It               
will analyse how companies can find a sustainable and profitable business model for             
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each game by integrating monetization organically inside of the game without losing            
the enjoyment for players. 

The output of our understanding on how to increase revenue in F2P mobile games will               
allow us to come up with informed proposals to maximize the profitability and value              
offered to players.  

1.3 Research Question 
How to increase revenue in Free-to-Play mobile games? 

1.4 Delimitations 
Due to the limited timeframe of the thesis project, some delimitations are imposed to 
increase the accuracy and reliability of the work: 

● This research mainly focuses on indie mobile games using an F2P model and 
developed by companies or studios in Scandinavia. 

● This research does not cover the traditional market strategies and methods that 
are employed in order to make more people notice the existence of the game. 

● This research does not discuss the costs of making a game or of outsourcing 
production, which are considered irrelevant to the game design itself.  

 

2 Literature Review 
 
The literature review provides an overall foundation for the research, discussing the            
background knowledge in the study area and several possible problems that need to             
be solved (Håkansson, 2013). In order to build a theoretical framework for            
understanding how to increase revenue in F2P mobile games (or how to balance             
generating income and maintaining customer enjoyment) we examined existing         
theories and research. We discuss this in the following order: 
1) First we look at general business models in the mobile game industry to show why                
we chose the F2P model and what its advantages are when compared with other              
models;  
2) Next, we discuss the essence of F2P mobile games which is game as a service,                
while we will not talk about F2P game as a product;  
3) Finally, we outline the Acquisition-Retention-Monetization funnel. This is a three           
stage framework which we use to to analyze how to answer the research question in               
detail such as monetization strategies design, customer behavior and their purchasing           
intentions. 
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2.1 Business models in mobile game industry 
There are the following existing and popular business models in the mobile game             
industry: Free-to-Play (F2P),  Pay-to-Play (P2P), Subscription and Freemium. 
 
As we can see from Figure 2., the top 10 grossing mobile games for IPhone (Statista,                
2018) all use a F2P model. This reveals that it is a consensus for a lot of game                  
developers that F2P is the most popular and profitable model. However, not all F2P              
games are profitable and not all players prefer F2P to Freemium or P2P games. In this                
research we are mainly focusing on F2P games when it comes to monetization.             
However, this literature review would not be complete without addressing other models            
as well. We need to compare different models to see the pros and cons of F2P. 

 

 

Figure 2 Top grossing iPhone mobile gaming apps in the United States as of April 2018, ranked 
by daily revenue (in U.S. dollars) 
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P2P model  
The P2P model refers to a model where a one-time, fixed price is required to get                
access to the game initially (Davidovici-Nora 2014). It is still a common model adopted              
by games available in the Apple App Store and Google Play store because it ensures               
that 100% of players will pay for the game as long as they want to try it. This types of                    
games called ‘Premium games’ nowadays, for example, ‘Grand Theft Auto: San           
Andreas’ for mobile. 
  
Compared with F2P games, the use of the P2P model sacrifices the acquisition rate               

but solves the monetization problems. Because of the popularity of F2P games, the             
games that use the P2P model find it hard to compete because of the initial entry                
barrier that these games have. 

Freemium model  
The Freemium model is one where players have free access to a certain portion of the                
game but need to pay a fixed price to unlock the full version of the game (Iglesia and                  
Gayo, 2009). It is also a common model, and was the early version of F2P. Freemium                
and F2P have in common the fact that they both offer free access to the game.                
However, freemium limits players’ access to the key components in the game and this              
kind of interruption seriously influences players’ gaming experience.  

Subscription model 
The subscription model refers to a business model where a customer must pay a              
subscription price to have access to a product or service (Gilbert, A., 2004). In a mobile                
game, the subscription model is usually used to allow players to have access to a               
specific content or function for a specific time period by paying the subscription fee. It is                
a sustainable model, given that players probably need this function or service just for a               
period. It is also common to see the combination of  this model with the F2P model.  

Free-to-play model 
The F2P model refers to a business model which gives players free access to a               
significant portion of the game and the possibility for them to buy virtual items later if                
they would like to enhance their gaming experience or shows advertisements. This            
model can also be understood as the microtransactions model due to the fact that the               
revenue stream is about players purchases of virtual items within the game, in an              
in-game online shop designed and offered by the game developers (Davidovici-Nora           
2014.). What distinguishes F2P from the Freemium model (Anderson, 2009) and           
Pay-to-Play model, is the fact that while freemium is a P2P game with a demo period,                
F2P is a more advanced business model based on the improvement of payment             
technology .  
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2.2 Game as Service in F2P games 
 
With the low barriers to access, and the possibility to get the basic functions and               
enjoyment of the game, the F2P model of mobile games is obviously the first choice for                
players. From the developer side, either they can issue new games regularly and             
generate revenue from ads, or they can keep working on the same game and consider               
the game as a service.  
 
The idea of ‘Game as Service’ means that the games are designed as service-based              
platforms where developers continually interact with and entertain players. The idea           
behind this concept is that it is much cheaper to keep a customer than it is to acquire a                   
new one. Acquiring new customers will also only offer a one time purchase which does               
not consistently generate revenue that you can use to support growing your product.  
 

 
 

Figure 3 Game as a service 
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From the player’s perspective, the ‘Game as Service’ idea means they can have             
personal feelings and journeys as they encounter the challenges and gameplay           
experience. Players have the choice to speed up their progress and to pay for different               
things. From the developer’s perspective, the adoption of a Game as Service concept             
means they have to serve both paying players and non-paying players with constant             
updates and new content. After they release the game, developers need to monitor             
players behavior and analyze data to support their players, fine tune the game, create              
events, or add content based on feedback. The developers will periodically deploy a             
new version of the game and repeat the loop (Cai and Chen, 2014). 
 
 

2.3 Acquisition-Retention-Monetization Funnel 
This research sought to systematically and comprehensively analyse and understand          
how to design F2P mobile games so that they adopt the ‘Game as Service’ concept. It                
also sought to find out, from a developers’ perspective, what factors drive monetization             
and make a mobile game successful. In order to do this analysis, we have used the                
ARM funnel (Figure 4) to visualize the whole lifecycle of a game. This lifecycle is in                
three stages: 1) Acquisition, 2) Retention, 3) Monetization (Luton, 2013). 

 
Figure 4  ARM Funnel 

 

Acquisition 
 
The acquisition stage involves attracting new players and making people install the            
game after they have noticed its existence. There are two sub-stages in the acquisition              
stage. These are:  

A) The ‘out-game’ stage, which deals with more traditional marketing strategies           
like advertisements, viral marketing, cross-promotion (Nieborg, 2015) or        
communication campaigns on social media platforms.  
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B) The ‘in-game’ stage, which deals with users who want to test the game by               
giving it a first try. 

 
Over 500 games are launched in the IOS App Store every day (Kerr, 2016). As a                
result, in order to reach past the “market noise” and get the attention of players (Giertz                
and Rickne, 2015), F2P mobile games rely on general appeal (friendly and attractive             
style), word of mouth among friends (or viral marketing through social media), and             
marketing that differentiates the game from other games released every day. During            
this stage, it seems like these principles are not specific for games with the F2P model.                
These marketing principles are also employed effectively by games with other revenue            
models. It is also important to realize that even non-paying users create value,             
increasing awareness of the game through, for instance, the metrics recording the            
number of times it has been downloaded (Hamari, 2009). 
 
To make sure the players have a good impression after their first try, previous articles               
suggested that the design of the game should consider the following things. The game              
should: 

● Have low barriers to access (Lovell, 2012) 
● Have low barriers to start playing and understanding (Miller & Daw, 2013) 
● Be immediately fun and attractive (Nussbaum, 2011) 
● Be fun to replay after the tutorial period (Nussbaum, 2011) 

 

Retention  
The retention stage deals with how to keep the players after they have been acquired.               
This stage particularly concerns some features of game design and mechanics that            
can make the game sticky, addictive, and make players engaged in the game.  
 
Features to get players engaged in the retention process 

● The game is designed in a way where it encourages players to engage in              
collecting, decorating, exploring, caring, friendship, and collaboration. Or if it is           
designed to encourage players to request help from friends, or to encourage            
competition, perhaps by using charts that compare performance (Dahan, 2011) 

● The game is designed in such a way that it rewards the player, contributing to               
their “emotional journey” and their positive feelings and identification (Lovell,          
2011) 

● The game is designed to offer regular “exponential and not linear” leveling up             
(damages, earned gold, power of equipements) (Luban and Nevot, 2012) 

● The game allows players the option of inviting friends (Waxin, 2012) 
● The game is designed to inform disconnected players on new things to do or              

new items (Cheng, 2012) 
● The game offers assiduity rewards for regular players or to have cross-platform            

rewards for the same game (Waxin, 2012) 
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● Doing regular compulsory tasks (calendar etc.) or the leveling up is blocked            
(Waxin, 2012) 

● The game uses the same in-game currency as different games by the same             
developer, which helps increase cross-games retention (Davidovici-Nora 2014) 

● The game is designed in a way that punishes absence (Askelöf, 2013) 

Monetization 
The monetization stage seeks to translate non-paying users into paying users and            
encourage paying users to repeat their purchases. This is the core of how to generate               
revenue but all these three stages are interrelated and interact and need to keep              
dynamic equilibrium (Moreira and Vicente, 2014). 
 
Profitability = Number of players * Percentage of paying users (conversion rate) * The              
amount of money spent each month (Luban, 2012) 
 
The main issue we need to explore when it comes to monetization strategies is how to                
balance delivering value to players, keeping games fun and maximizing profitability. 
 
Virtual items 

● Virtual currency 
● Cosmetic or vanity items 
● Power or performance items  
● Booster items 
● Functional or comfort items (Ledonhvirta, 2009) 
● User-generated items 

 
Operation techniques when you run in-game shops to foster purchase and           
repeated purchase (Oh & Ryu, 2007; Hamari & Lehdonvirta, 2010; Lehdonvirta, 2009) 

● Seasonal or cultural events 
● Time-limited offers 
● Challenging quests 
● Special discount for first purchase 
● Promotions 
● Sales 
● Regular new items 
● Competition (leaderboard etc.) 

 
Other means to earn resources: 

● Propose in-game and sponsored items 
● Put around-game advertising in a banner or gamified ads 
● Cross-game advertisement (for another game by the same or an other           

developer) (Harviainen and  Ojasalo, 2018) 
● Cross-advertising (Game A adverts Game B and reciprocally) 
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● Merchandising 
● VIP accounts (Free core and optional small subscription fee to access special            

contents) 
● Competition level/event/tournament access for skill-based game 
● Donations 
● Keep a cut of trading among players or to put trading/auction taxation 

 
Personal motivations or purchase intention: 
The literatures presented the following, as the the main things, related to the gameplay              
and the genre of the game, which motivated players to start making purchases. We              
can categorize them into a few main areas: 
- Advancement in a status hierarchy: A player wishes to fit in with other players or to                 
increase their reputation. (Lovell, 2011) 
- Emotions/immersion: A player wants to experience new content, to explore, to relax,             
to escape, to enter an adventure (Lehdonvirta, 2005) 
- Feelings: A player wants to build friendships, to offer gifts to other players, to socialize                
and help others, or to collaborate in teams (Lovell, 2011) 
- Customization and self-expression: A player wants to stand out, to collect items, to              
create items, or to use their imagination (Waxin, 2012) 
- Progress/achievement: A player wants to gain an advantage in competitive settings            
and to keep up with or surpass fellow players (Lehdonvirta, 2005) 
 
Some of these features and monetization techniques are relatively out of date and 
some of them are only suitable for console games or computer games. This research 
attempts to update the knowledge base in this area and find common ground between 
the interests of developers and players. 

3 Methodology 
Since this area is relatively new and the technology behind mobile games is rapidly              
developing, there has not been large amounts of academic research related to our             
research questions. This is especially the case when it comes to research about mobile              
games using the F2P model. Due to this paucity of literature and existing theory on this                
topic, the methodology employed in this thesis was based on an open-ended, inductive             
research strategy. This was chosen to make sure the research results would be             
reliable and up-to-date. We also chose to use a mixed methods research design to              
achieve correct, valid, and reliable results. As Bryman claims, a qualitative and            
inductive approach to research is not about conducting research to test some            
pre-existing theory, but rather about theory emerging from the research itself (Bryman,            
2016). By combining such a qualitative approach with a quantitative approach, we can             
can compare the findings and make sure the results are reliable and dependable. This              
complementarity of QUAL and QUANT research is one of the main strengths of a              
mixed methods research design.  
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3.1 Research Paradigm 
 
A research paradigm guides researchers as they conduct the research based on their             
philosophical beliefs. In this research, the main paradigm applied was Interpretivism.           
As the starting point of our research, Interpretivism assumes that reality is accessed             
only via social construction (Collis and Hussey, 2013). When analysing data collected            
from interviews of surveys, it is therefore recognised that we are interpreting this             
information based on our own subjective judgements.  
 
The research sought to understand the way in which most of the games are using               
particular monetization strategies (namely the F2P model). It did this by exploring the             
richness, depth, and complexity of the mechanics of the games’ designs and value             
chains in an inductive manner. Besides, this research needs to get context for the              
phenomena being analysed by gathering people’s opinions, perspectives, and         
experiences. 
 

3.2 Research Approach 
 
We took an inductive approach and sought to establish a general proposition from             
particular facts (Håkansson, 2013). Using a mixed methods research design, we           
collected data and analysed this to gain an understanding of monetization strategies in             
mobile games and establish the different views of the problem held by both developers              
and players. The findings we made are based on the behaviors, opinions and             
experiences. We sought to gather as much data as we could to establish why some               
games are successful and some strategies are efficient. In this way, the data allowed              
us to effectively answer our research question about how to increase revenue in F2P              
mobile games. 

 

3.3 Research design  
 
We use the following data collection methods: 
1) Surveys. This was a descriptive research method to examine the frequency and             
effectiveness of different monetization strategies in different stages and describe some           
solutions that are not directly observed;  
2) Exploratory research. This provided a basis for general findings by exploring the             
possibility of other means to generate revenue. We used interviews to gain insight into              
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how to design a game and how to operate it. This method identified the key issues and                 
features relevant to our research questions instead of providing definite answers to            
specific issues or problems.  
 
 

3.3 Data Collection 
 
Based on our understanding of the research question, we conducted semi-structured           
interviews with 3 game studios (2 Swedish and 1 Chinese, however, one of the              
interviewee prefer to be anonymous)  and several players.  
 
These interviews aimed to give a deep understanding of the monetization problems            
and capture participants’ points of view. After the interviews, we designed two            
questionnaires. The first questionnaire targeted independent mobile game developers         
in Sweden (these were posted in a closed Facebook group called Svenska            
Spelbranschen, which is a professional community for people working in or in            
connection with the gaming industry such as developers, journalists, distributors and           
other possible professionals). The second questionnaire targeted players from all over           
the world (mainly in Europe). The two questionnaires collected data through questions,            
some of which were dichotomous (providing quantifiable data) and some of which were             
open (providing qualitative data, which can be found in Appendix).  
 
For developers, we chose one typical and successful independent mobile game studio            
in Gothia Science park (the biggest game studio incubator in Sweden), Resolution            
Game (an advanced VR game studio in Stockholm), and Tencent Game (the biggest             
game company in the world). They provided a representative sample of the mobile             
games industry, coming from from different locations, being of different sizes, using            
different technologies, and having different cultural backgrounds. We asked open          
questions going through all three stages of the ARM funnel process to see what              
actions they took at each stage in the design and operation of their games. These               
questions, focusing on the ARM funnel process, were based on our literature review             
and all questions were connected to our research questions.  
 
For players, we interviewed 5 players living in Sweden but originally from different             
countries with different backgrounds (See Appendix for the survey and interview           
question are attached in the appendix). We tried to capture the consumption behavior             
and the physiological reasons behind this behaviour. All of the questions asked to             
these players were also based on the findings of our literature review. We asked open               
questions like:  
1) How did you start playing and how did you learn about this game?  
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2) Why you are playing and what you like the most. Can describe the key reasons why                 
you are currently playing or used to play this game for long time?  
3) Why did you make your first and next purchase?  
4) What are the most annoying things in the game and why did you stop playing?  
 
We carefully worded these questions in order to make sure we did not lead the               
interviewees to into giving particular answers  

3.4 Data Analysis 
 
With the collected material, we carried out data analysis to inspect, clean, transform             
and model the data to draw conclusions. We use a coding method to name and label                
concepts and strategies and to quantify these concepts and strategies, so that we             
could then do statistical analysis. We combined our findings with the discussions in the              
literature review to verify the effectiveness and come up with new suggestions.  

3.5 Ethics and Sustainability Issues 
 
Since this research was qualitative with an inductive approach, we must apply and             
discuss validity, dependability, confirmability, and ethics.  

- Validity: When we designed the questions for interviews and questionnaires, we           
always structured these based on the Acquisition-Retention-Monetization funnel        
to make sure that what we asked was what the participants would have             
expected to be asked; 

- Dependability: We cannot make sure all the solutions or monetization strategies           
we identified would be apply in all games. This might depend on the genre of the                
game, the specific design of the game, and the specific value that developers             
want to deliver to players or what; 

- Confirmability: The whole research has been performed in a good faith without            
personal bias that might affect the results; 

- Ethics: This concerns the moral principles in planning, conducting and reporting           
results of research studies (Myers, 2013). We signed a NDA contract with            
companies before we started our interview to ensure we handled the information            
we were given in a sensitive and secure way. We also explained to all of the                
interviewees the purpose of our interviews and questionnaires to make sure           
they were comfortable with participating. We ensured that all the information           
given to us was handled in a sensitive and secure way and was not leaked to                
others. Some of our interviewees remain anonymous. 
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4 Results and Findings 
 
This chapter will present the results of the research. First, it will present the findings               
from the two groups of interviews, with mobile game players and mobile game             
developers respectively. Based on these, it will draw conclusions and provide analysis            
and summary. It will offer an understanding of the customers’ psychology and the             
essential character of running F2P mobile games.  
 
Secondly, this chapter will give the results from the questionnaire responses: the            
questionnaires were sent to mobile game players and F2P mobile game developers.            
This survey was conducted online and the results are shown under the heading of              
“Survey results”. However, due to an inability to access the Swedish game developers             
community, we did not receive sufficient responses from the developers to allow us to              
draw any firm conclusions from these results.  
 

4.1. Interview Results 

4.1.1 Game Developers Interview 
 

No Compa
ny 

Country Studio type Genres 

1 Anony
mous 

Sweden Indie Adventure/Collection 

 
 
Acquisition factors 
 
Features 
 
“Our main source of user acquisition was ‘features’ from Google Play and the App              
Store. We were really lucky to be in this section for a while and our main effort was                  
focused on collaboration with Google and Apple rather than aggressive marketing.” 
 
Create Value 
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“From my perspective, it’s crucial to make your product valuable before your reach             
‘features’ in stores. We reached this by hard work and analyzing user feedback and              
creating the following value for users: 

● Continuous story 
● New items 
● New events 
● Interaction with other players 
● Customization”  

  
Define niche and sharing technique  
 
“Initially, we chose our niche and distribution channels for our marketing campaign.  
We also used a sharing experience to attract new users. Also, we posted ads on social                
media platforms and popular (celebrity) profiles on Instagram, which is a platform used             
a lot by our target customers.” 
 
Working with ratings and feedback 
 
“We also worked a lot to increase the rating of our APP. Maybe you know, but you can                  
turn rating from 1 to 5 if you just react properly to the situation. Platforms such as the                  
App Store and Google Play give you proper tools to monitor low ratings feedback.  
Every rating is important for the acquisition part, at the start a rating of 5 is mostly                 
unreachable because of technical issues and the variety of different devices, especially            
in the Android market.” 
 
Retention factors 
 
“We are a collection game, and for us, it is crucial to catch the players at the initial                  
stage of playing.” 
 
Easy entry and first impression 
 
“Of course, in most games, you have to have an integration tutorial at the start. We are                 
working with game testing companies to improve this section of our game. Most of the               
players finish the tutorial successfully, however, we try to make this process smoother             
because we know that players used to skip the tutorial to take a look at the game first. 
 
Also, because the game is free, we have to integrate monetization tools. However, we              
do not show ads or offers until players reach some level in the game. This is an                 
important thing to give to the player a taste of the game and generate value first.” 
 
Game as a service 
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“In the F2P environment it’s really easy to lose your customers because he or she can                
just download for free the games of your competitors. In order to keep players, we use                
techniques such as ‘calendar’ and ‘daily rewards’ to force our players to come to our               
game every day. Nevertheless, the most important part that affects the retention rate is              
continually updating our game, introducing new characters, events and in-game items.           
We are trying to update our game every 2 weeks with new content. For this reason, it’s                 
crucial to develop a right platform where you can update your content without updating              
the app in the store.” 
 
Social network support 
 
“We also doing social media posts each day to keep our players’ interest outside the               
game for platforms such as Facebook and Instagram. This is a powerful tool, where              
you can introduce new items and get really valuable feedback from your customers.             
We can confirm that customers really like the personal attitude to them, direct             
connection between the CEO and players.” 
 
Monetization factors 
 
Channels 
 
“We use 2 main revenue channels: rewarding ads and in-game purchasing, these tools             
share our revenue 30% and 70% respectively. Now we are working with a             
merchandise channel. We already have some interest from our players and will            
integrate Shopify platform inside our game.” 
 
Regions and platforms 
 
“We have an average percentage of paying user from 1-5 depending on the month              
and we can confirm that the US and its App Store are the main contributors to in-game                 
purchasing. Also we have lot of players from Russia. Even though they are not used to                
spending a lot, they provide good ratings, a high amount of downloads and revenue              
from ads.” 
 
Good practices 
 
“First of all, we want to create a good quality product, by removing all the annoying                
stuff and trying to achieve a highly enjoyable experience. Later on, when players have              
found their personal value in our game, we start to offer them the cheapest starting               
pack to make the game experience more interesting. Also, we do not show all options               
and offers at an earlier stage of the game experience, but only after the player buys                
some cheap pack will he or she see more advanced items (probably more expensive).              
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We are doing this on purpose in order to not scare our players and make them feel that                  
they will need to buy tons of items to advance.”  
 
“After you change your player’s status from unpaid user to paid user you can use offers                
within a limited time. For example, players can buy Chinese New Year Kitty only in 3                
days or they have to wait for another year. For a collection game, it is important to                 
catch some special events or festivals in real life.  
 
We also experiment with pricing a lot according to the Big Mac index. Google Play               
gives the opportunity to set different prices for in-game items for different regions.             
However, we set really low prices for Russia, but still users are not willing to pay. 
 
We have also confirmed that rewarding ads work well. Of course users don’t like ads,               
however, the majority of them are loyal to rewards ads because they can earn more               
in-game currency. Furthermore, it’s good to set limited rewarding ads for players to             
make them feel like they might lose an opportunity to get something for free.” 
 
Localization  
 
“We also use this technique to increase the intention to pay for our customers. By               
introducing special ‘Cats’ for special customer groups, we can confirm that players feel             
happy and more willing to pay for items that come from their culture or experience.”  
 
 

No Name From Studio type Genre 

2 Tencent China Different types Action 

 
 
Tencent Interview 
 
In 2017, Tencent Games maintained its position as the top enterprise in the Chinese              
game industry. The revenue for the whole year exceeded one hundred billion RMB             
(US$156 million). In the field of mobile games, its products account for more than 33%               
of the market share. "Honour of Kings", which was developed by Tencent themselves,             
has over generated over 30 billion RMB (US$4.6 billion) from its launch in 2015 to the                
end of 2017. 
 
Acquisition factors 
 
The social platform is Tencent's core advantage. Tencent, which started out as a social              
software company, was an early adopter of casual gaming products. With millions of             
users and these users’ high ‘stickiness’ to the products, Tencent is able to conduct              
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detailed user research and screening, tuning their products more effectively. At the            
same time, relying on its social platforms, Tencent has the ability to import a large               
number of initial users for mobile games, which is distinctly different from all other              
game companies. 
 
Tencent has the copyright of a lot of classic games like "Dragon Ball", "Naruto" and so                
on, and is holder of the largest amount of copyrighted material in China. The Tencent               
Reading product also holds the intellectual property rights for a large amount of             
well-known internet literature. This provides a rich source for the adaptation of game             
products. In the Chinese market this specific cultural background, the mobile game            
industry is at the same level of anime, literature, film, and television industries. In other               
words, the audiences from different industries can easily shift as long as the products              
are related to the same topic. This provides Tencent with a unique way to acquire               
users in the mobile game industry, especially when compared with game developers in             
most western countries. In this sense, the US company Marvel have also used the              
same method. They have developed a series of mobile games based on their existing              
superhero comics which have brought them a large number of initial users. People             
shifting from the anime, literature, film, and television are more willing to pay since they               
have already fallen in love with the story and characters and they have formed the               
habit of paying when purchasing the comics, literature, or movies about these            
characters. They feel it is natural to pay in the game to show their respect to the                 
developers as they showed their respect to the authors. 
 
 
Retention factors 
 
Story behind the game 
 
“When we introduce games abroad, we need localization. For example, when we            
designed games for Chinese users, the story or characters are mainly from Chinese             
history, but for overseas users, we will choose the story and characters from             
mythology, or western magical worlds. This is different from RPG games or collection             
games which are content-oriented.” 
 
 
Game as a service 
 
“We will design new heroes regularly, and to keep a balance the new characters will               
not always be stronger than previous ones. Sometimes we introduce new characters            
just to make the game more interesting, but not more competitive. Selling the             
appearance is the most commonly used method in multiplayer sports games, like LOL.             
This game has 2-3 years of history.” 
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Monetization factors 
 
First charge offer 
 
“Generally speaking, if you want to translate an unpaid user into a paid user, you need                
to make him or her feel like it is a really affordable and cost-effective bargain. There                
are several most commonly used methods. The first is called a “first charge offer”,              
which means when he or she pays money for the first time, as long as he or she pays                   
the lowest price, e.g. $1, he or she will get virtual stuff for $5-7. For example, in our                  
mobile game, one hero or one character usually will be sold for $5-7, which means you                
can only spend $1 for a hero who is worth $5-7. You can also call it first charge benefit.                   
In this case, a lot of uses will pay in the beginning because of this cheap “first charge                  
offer”. But, as a game company, you would like your users to keep paying in your                
game, so we have the following strategies.” 
 
Offer customization 
 
“For those active users, because they are willing to pay and they’ve already paid a lot,                
what is import to them is some better discounts. A really common method is called               
“secretary shop”, which is the introduction of different discounts to different users            
based on how much and how often they pay.” 
 
 
Lottery 
 
“The third strategy is that we always put some really cheap virtual goods in the game                
shops, usually some small treasure boxes with lottery model. It’s like you would             
definitely be attracted by the treasure itself, but actually, it’s not necessarily that the              
users will get even if they paid for the lottery price, like $0.5.” 
 
Timing 
 
“Timing is also very important. You need to ask users to pay at a proper moment. For                 
example, we call it “happy moment payment”. This means you can pop up some virtual               
goods with some discounts when they are really happy, like when they did a great job                
in the last game. Users are more willing to pay when they are happy.” 
 
Payment methods 
 
“From QQ COINS, Money Pay, Wechat Payments, to QQ pop-up ads, Tencent has             
integrated resource from other departments which are playing a supplementary role in            
the game business. This is Tencent's unique business model.” 
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Development 
 
“User research, mainly through some online platform like social media groups, forums,            
official websites, Baidu Tieba… When users are discussing the game, we will take             
notes and analyze their opinions. Also, we do online and offline interviews. 
Price strategy is usually referred to local client games (you need to download the              
applications to play, could be on a PC, or a mobile)” 
 
“European games always ignore the operation part during the game development.           
They are too focused on development and marketing but not on operation, like how to               
increase permeability or willingness to pay. This is something which is not technically             
innovative but only selling the stuff they’ve already had via a new package.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

No Name From Studio type Genre 

3 Resolu
tion 

games 

Sweden VR/AR Adventure 

 
 
This game studio is focusing more on virtual reality (VR) and augmented reality (AR)              
games, but it also has some experience games and games with F2P model. In fact, the                
VR market is a a too early stage for the use of the F2P model, since this model                  
requires a higher volume of players. However, this market has big potential for selling              
in-game items because, through VR, players can have a completely different           
experience and level of enjoyment. If you buy items, you can actually see what you               
have just bought from a different perspective, in real size and in the virtual world. 
 
Acquisition factors 
 
“Nowadays it is more relevant for hardware developers, sometimes they show up our             
games when we are doing an update. 
We are not spending money on ads, maybe a small amount on Facebook because it’s               
just really early technology and it’s more about R&D at this stage.” 
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Retention factors 
 
Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivators 
 
Intrinsic – These are at the core of the game and push the user come back because                 
the game is fun and extremely attractive. 
Extrinsic – These are some daily spinners. Every week you rewards counter is reset  
 
Developers can use Extrinsic motivation techniques in their games, however, Intrinsic           
motivators play a dominant role in players retention  
 
 
VR is an immature market 
 
“The retention rate is still quite low all over the industry because this is new technology                
and users are more willing to download and try it. Also, VR needs some time to play                 
and so competes with watching TV or spending time with your family. This is different               
from classic mobile games, which can be called ‘Snack games’ because you can play              
any time. 
Also, this technology is not mature enough to make this process completely enjoyable             
and to increase retention rate in this segment.” 
 
Customer feedback 
 
“We use user tests when we are developing the game (in-house), observing and             
seeing where they get stuck on common things. 
We also use data traction at the initial stage, but it’s really hard to get the relevant data. 
Looking at the comments on the Google and App stores is a powerful tool to catch the                 
bugs and communicate with customers directly.” 
 
Monetization factors 
 
Revenue model 
 
“The problem is that F2P players are not willing to pay for even cheap offers. For VR,                 
the situation is a bit different because the equipment still costs a lot. It needs really                
enthusiastic people, or ‘VR enthusiasts’. This group of people is really curious and they              
are more willing to pay. 
Because not too many players have VR equipment, we can say that it is a premium                
segment of the game industry, such as the PC or PlayStation experience. For this              
reason, P2P is the optimal model.” 
 
Potential of F2P in VR 
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“Virtual items in VR feel much more real than those in classic mobile games. There               
could be a big reason for players to pay for a virtual pet in VR because it looks much                   
more real compared with that on a small smartphone screen.” 
 
Ads 
 
“For ads, it’s too early for this market, not too many people have the right equipment.                
There no interest from other companies to place their ads in this market.” 
 
Markets 
 
“The U.S. is number one market for this technology and has a lot of enthusiasts of                
everything new. 
The UK is in second place.  
China is an attractive market, however, it has some restrictions for publishing games             
for their market.” 
 
Price strategy 
“We are looking at the other game prices, checking the range, and posing our product               
as a premium product for about $10.” 
 

4.1.2 Players interview 
The transcripts of the Players interviews are in the appendix because it is hard to draw key 
points from their interviews. The interviews indicated that everyone has quite personal game 
preferences and purchasing intentions.  

4.2 Survey Results 

4.2.1 Players survey 
 
Acquisition factors 
According to our survey, most of the people know about new games through social 
media and ‘word of mouth’. Furthermore, they are more loyal if they see ads or 
recommendations about the game with a historical background that they are quite 
familiar with. 
 
 
Retention factors 
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Based on survey data we can say that the challenge presented by a game is the most 
important motivational factor that makes players return to a game. Obviously, the game 
has to have a good performance and not consume too much battery. For developers 
who choose to use the ‘Game as Service’ concept, it is important that they create a 
history behind the game. The majority of survey respondents mentioned that they 
delete games when they get bored. 
 
 
Monetization factors 
 
According to the survey, more than half of game players are not willing to pay at all. 
Players tend to buy items that can improve their performance or make their character 
more unique inside the game. Also, booster items are also quite attractive for players 
of F2P games. 
 
The following chapter will further discuss the findings of the study, its reliability, and 
some of the problems with the analytical framework. The chapter attempts to use the 
results of the study to answer the research question: How to increase revenue in F2P 
mobile games?. 
 
By combining the literature review and data from the surveys and the interviews we try 
to find the most efficient techniques that can help developers increase revenue. 
 
 
 
 

5 Discussion  
 
The aim of this research was to find out how to increase revenue in F2P games. According to 
all the interviews and responses from questionnaires, there are several features and 
techniques that F2P mobile games developers can use to balance producing high quality 
games and making high profits. Here are some critical elements or principles that mobile game 
developers using an F2P model should adopt. 

5.1 Conclusion 
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We have categorized these key features and techniques into six different groups: 

 
Figure 5  Six principles that increase revenue in F2P mobile games 

 
● Game as a service 
- Game developers have to continuously create new challenges for players. 

These challenges should be doable in a reasonable time. If the player faces a 
problem, you as a developer have to help him, otherwise you have a high 
probability of losing your customer. 

- Developers have to control the atmosphere inside the social game. Because of 
the nature of the Internet is anonymous, players are not used to controlling the 
way they are talking. For other players, they may find this environment 
aggressive and prefer to quit this game 

 
- Developers should keep in mind what kinds of update can be released using 

each store platform and what kinds of update they can release instantly by using 
internal mechanisms. 
 

● Fair bargain 
- Players are willing to pay for ‘moments of joy’. In their minds, they always 

search for the reasons why they should pay even a small amount of money. If 
they decide that something is a correct deal and that purchasing something will 
bring them more ‘moments of joy’, then they will pay. Developers can use 
‘moments of joy’ in order to show their limited offers. 

- According to interviews with players, we can confirm that players are quite loyal 
to ads if these are rewarding ads. Moreover, if developers limit the number of 
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rewarding ads, players feeling like they might lose an opportunity to earn some 
free items and will start watching these ads.  

- By using digital currency, developers can set good currency rates in order to 
create a feeling of a good deal. 

 
 

● Maximize customization 
- Offer customization. Based on localization techniques and their successful 

usage we can suggest that if developers can customize their offers to each 
player according to the player’s profile and cultural background, this could 
increase these players’ willingness to pay. 

- By using the Big Mac index (The Economist, 2018), developers can set different 
prices for their in-game items for different regions of the world.  

- According to the level of the players and how much time they spend in the 
game, developers can offer different items (from basic cheap items / starting 
packages to more advanced and expensive ones)  

 
 

● Keep players’ enjoyment at a high level 
- Games should be enjoyable for all levels of players. If you have really advanced 

players, it is better to split them off from newcomers. Otherwise, the new players 
will lose interest, because they will decide that they have to spend too much 
time to compete with advanced players. If they really like the game but cannot 
compete, they will probably move instead to watching the game on a platform 
such as Youtube or Twitch. 

- Do not ask for money or show ads until players understand the value of the 
game. 

- Continual upgrades can significantly increase the level of enjoyment and 
prevent players from getting bored. Championships, social interaction, and the 
history behind the game can be really powerful tools to keep retention rates at a 
high level. 

- Most of the games have to use tutorial sessions in order to explain to players 
how to play. Hoverer, it is crucial to integrate this process into the game 
gradually, rather than to explain all the rules at the first contact. Based on our 
observations, players are used to skipping tutorial sessions as soon as possible 
in order to try the game by themselves first. 

- All of our interviewed players confirmed that they come back to the game for 
‘moments of joy’. Developers should provide these moments for players 
according to their game on a daily basis. 

  
 

● Create value for players 
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- Players are willing to make in-game purchases only after they understand the 
value that the game has in the long-term. Moreover, after the first payment there 
is less probability that they can easily delete this game. 

 
● Integrate real life to game (virtualization and socialization) 
- Finding new friends could be a strong motivation for players to keep playing the 

game. The game could become a topic for discussion (King of Glory) or finding 
the new friends dealing with same challenges in the real world (Pokemon Go). 

 

5.2 Limitations 
Research limitations are things that cannot be controlled by the researchers. In this research, it 
was found that there are few articles about F2P mobile games and so one of the biggest 
obstacles was finding written literature about the topic. As a result, some of the resources are 
from websites which are not academic resources. Therefore, the reliability and credibility of 
those sources cannot be guaranteed. 
 
As mentioned above, we were not able to gain access to the developers’ information since it 
was challenging to gather public data. This meant we could not get data about responses from 
Swedish developers. However, the purpose of these questionnaire was to examine and confirm 
developers’ perspectives. We were still able to form reliable conclusions based on our literature 
review and interviews. 
 
Furthermore, time was another important limitation of this research. Because we only 
conducted this research over the space of two months, we were unable to collect more data for 
this research. However, on balance, we feel that the number of interviews and questionnaires 
we conducted was sufficient to allow us to draw some preliminary conclusions regarding the 
research questions. Further research could go on to build on these findings and see if the 
same results are true of other game development companies.  
 
 

5.3 Future Research 
Research on the topic of F2P models, especially for the mobile game sector, is still not mature 
and complete. Most of the studies that have been done so far have been focused on freemium, 
or F2P for video games. This research covers the monetization in F2P mobile games, albeit 
with delimitations which affected the depth of the study. There is still a lot of potential research 
which could be done on this topic, especially given the lack of research about the mobile game 
sector which we identified when carrying out our literature review. 
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The study aimed to provide some general suggestions about how to increase revenue for F2P 
mobile games. As such, the technical aspects of game design and different game genres were 
not thoroughly considered. Also, further research could be performed from the perspective of 
operation management and the culture of game studios. 
 
In this research, we discusses retention rates and conversion rates. However, there is not              
much exact data regarding these rates. This is critical, as different games are specific and               
unique and different regions have different economic environments. Further studies could focus            
more on this important topic. 
 
For further study, researchers could also focus on how to innovate the revenue model              
specifically for mobile games. Different metrics could be used to measure the efficiency and              
effectiveness of different features and techniques, such as rewarding ads, time-limited offers.            
This would provide a better understanding of how to increase the revenue and which features               
or techniques are critical for profitability. 
 
In the research, only F2P mobile games are discussed, hence there is also the potential to                
study other emerging models and new genres of games. Research could also be done into the                
geographical and social aspects that may have a crucial influence on the relations between              
design and profitability of games. 
 

6 Conclusion 
The F2P model is the most popular business model in the mobile game industry. We attempted 
to understand the real-time management and operation of games with this model based on 
Acquisition-Retention-Monetization funnel. From the player side, F2P allows them to enter the 
core part of the game and gain basic enjoyment but players will need to pay for better game 
experience. From the developer side, game companies must change their mindsets and 
become service operators in order to maximize the revenue and provide pleasant gaming 
experiences simultaneously. 
In this research, we attempted to find a consensus between the developer and player sides, 
and to find out how to balance monetization and players’ enjoyment, so that the game studies 
can eventually increase their revenue. For Scandinavian developers, this research could offer a 
systematic guide for designing F2P mobile games as a service.  
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8 Appendix 

8.1 Interview  

8.1.1 Interview questions for game studios 
Section 1 Introduction  

1) Brief introduction of your studio and yourself 
2) Have you achieved your goals of downloading? 
3) What type of mobile games do you mainly focus on？ 
4) What’s the value you created for your customers? 

 
Section 2 Revenue model 

5) What are your revenue models for each game？why did you choose those? 
6) Did you try other revenue models before? 
7) What does the revenue of your game mainly come from? 
8) What percentage people who are paying take up in your all customers? 
9) Which platform (App store or Google play) is more profitable? 
10)  Which region is more profitable? 
11)  How do you insert the ads in your game? Do you use adjustable tool? 
12)  How do you set artificial obstacles in your game? 
13)  How do you keep customers continuously playing your game? 
14)  What is your direct/indirect cost of game production/maintenance? 
15)  What is the proportion of app installed, active users and user who make in-game 

purchasing? 
 

Section 3 Customer profiles 
16) Who are your target customers？ 
17) Do you regularly get feedback from your customers? 
18) Did you do customer research before developing new games 
19) what are the payment methods in your games? 
20) What kind of virtual stuff customers buy the most in your game? How do you design 

them? 
21) What is your marketing policy to attract new customers? 
22) What did you do to increase customers’ intentions to pay? 
23) How you work with feedback, we saw a number of positive review? How you reach this 

and maintain to have 5 star rating? 
 
Section 4 Price strategy  

24) What’s your pricing strategy? 
25) What do you think about the price trends? 
26) Do you use dynamic pricing? 
27) Did you pivot your price? 
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Section 5 Open questions 
      28) What else you wanna share? 
      29) What would be your question to other developers? (we will provide the results later) 
 

8.1.2 Interview Questions For Players 
1) Age  
2) Income  
3) Gender 
4) Education  
5) Occupation 
6) Phone huawei 
7) How many games  
8) Types of games  
9) Favorite game 
10)  How often 
11) How much time do you spend  
12) Like and dislike 
13) Did you pay  
14) How much  
15) Why are you willing to pay and why not  
16) What do you think of  playing games and paying for games generally  
17) What’s annoying when you play game 
18) How do you know a new game  
19) In what occasion you would play mostly  
20) What makes you delete a game shortly after installing 

 

8.1.3 players interview transcripts 
Player profile taken 26-04-2018 
 

No Name From Age Gender Game Education Average 
spending 

1 Xiuting 
Zhang 

China 22 Female King of 
Glory 

KTH 
student 

20 euro/ 
month 

 
How did you start to play and how did you know about this game? 
 
My friends showed me this game. Also I saw a lot of invitations in WeChat Moments                
(Social Feed).  
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Moreover, it is easier to find new friends if you are playing the same games. In our                 
community, if you don’t play the game, sometimes you will find it is hard to find a                 
common topic to start conversations with other people. For this purpose, mobile games             
are much easier to start since everyone has smart phones and you don’t need to               
spend a whole period of time on it. 
I would consider game as a good helper to find the new friends and keep the                
connection with old friends. 
 
Why are you playing and what do you like about the game most? Can you please 
describe the key things that make you keep playing this game? 
 

● Firstly, I like how it looks like. The heroes and characters in the game are from                
chinese history and super cool. I really like the unique skins and customization             
of my hero which makes me feel like I'm an old hand rather than a newbie. I can                  
describe key things about your question as it follows: 

● I always use games to try to escape from the reality, in other words,              
procrastination. Especially when I feel sad or I feel bored. Moreover, I especially             
like to play before the exams because of pressure. 

● All of my friends are playing this game, so I have to play to have a common                 
topic of conversation. It's like when everyone starts to talk about Game of             
Thrones and you could not understand a single word, at that time, you will feel               
really antisocial and lonely.  

● I've already invested some money in the game and I am kind of locked inside. I                
will feel it's a waste if I quit now. 

● In reality, I don't have a lot of advantages in my life, like nothing to show off. But                  
in game, if I can earn a lot of unique skins or win some high levels of                 
achievements, I will receive the same respect and recognition from my friends.  

 
Why did you make your first and next purchase? 
 
I made my first purchase because it was really cheap and I have free money to spend.                 
For me it was a fair deal: I just need to pay the price of a bottle of Coca-Cola to collect                     
the specific hero instead of playing for two weeks. Frankly speaking, I don’t really like               
the battle part of the game, for me, it is more like a collection game. Besides, I don't                  
work and all of my money is from my parents, so I don't mind to spent it on games                   
which is to make me relax form intensive study. Since I start to support my life by                 
myself, I spent much less money on games because it is kind of need after basic                
necessities. 
 
What annoys you most about the game and why did you stop playing? 
 

● Even I think that games are part of my life, it’s still wasting time. I feel really sad                  
and empty if I played games all day long (8-10 hours).  
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● Second considerable annoying factor for me is impoliteness inside the game           
community. Most of the players are anonymous and they can say whatever they             
want to me without any self-regulation. Sometimes they are really rude and            
offensive and you cannot protect yourself from this kind of conversation inside            
the games. 

● Third noticeable thing is that there are a lot of professional players in the game,               
and you have to be really good at playing this game. Personally, I prefer to               
watch how professional players perform in my favorite game instead of playing            
by myself. 

 
● I quit this game eventually mainly because it takes too much time and now I am                

quite busy with study and don't really have spare money to spend. 
 
 
 
Player profile 
 

No Name From Ag
e 

Gend
er 

Games Education 

2 Katarzyna 
Strzalka 

Pola
nd 

23 Femal
e 

Pokemon Go, 
Harry Potter, 
Puzzle game, 

Running restaurant 
game  

KTH student, 
arhitect build 
environment 

 
 
How did you start to play and how did you know about this game? 
 
One of the game just pops up on Facebook. I also watch gamers on youtube and they                 
announce a new game sometimes. Actually I have seen the ads of Harry Potter for               
multiple times and of course, I installed because I love Harry Potter. It’s a win-win               
situation because the advertises target at the right customers and I'm thankful of being              
informed of this game. Also, my friends often recommend me new games. 
 
Why you are playing and what you like the most. Can describe the key things               
why you are playing or used to play this game for long time? 
 
Firstly, I would like to talk about Pokemon Go because I spend quite a lot time on this                  
game and a lot of money as well. I used to spend all day long playing this game, on the                    
street, on the bus, even when I am sleeping because I can mix virtual world and real                 
life sometimes. What's more, I even bought a special phone just to support this game.               
Next, I can describe key things related to your questions as it follows: 
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● For me, the story behind the game is very important. The reason that I started to                

play Pokemon Go and Harry Potter is I am really interested in those stories and               
characters. 

● The social aspect of the game. I really enjoy mixing game and reality, especially              
when you can meet new people and explore new places when you play the              
game. 

● I also like challenges and like to overcome them.  
● I also like the new events in the game which makes me feel it is more like a                  

service application instead of a traditional game. 
 
Why did you make your first and next purchase? 
 
It was a deal from Google Play. I am used to spending money on Google Play so they                  
always have some special deal or offer for me. 
 
I like spending money because I can boost the progress more rapidly. Some items              
make the process more enjoyable by removing all those boring tasks. However, I             
always want to go through the challenge in the game. I am also willing to conduct                
in-app purchase to increase my satisfaction. For example, I can pay to catch 6              
Pokemon every one kilometer rather that one Pokemon, which is my ‘moments of joy’              
that I am really willing to pay for. 
 
As to the restaurant simulation game, I didn’t pay for anything because I can achieve               
everything without payment and the whole process was interesting since I just want to              
kill time when I play. Now I've reached the highest level and probably will delete this                
game soon.  
 
Generally speaking, I usually spend money on a game only after I realize that I will play                 
this game for a long time or become addicted to the game, in other words, it's like a                  
long-term investment which only happens after I understand the value of the game. 
 
What annoys you most about the game and why did you stop playing? 
 

● I stop playing Pokemon Go because when developers introduced the legendary           
pokemon, I only collected 2 or 3 Pokemon but I can't catch the last legendary               
one. I tried my best to catch him no matter what weather condition or any time                
period but I failed. This sense of frustration makes me delete this game. 

● Ads are super annoying, however, I quite loyal to rewarding ads and I watch              
these ads quite often. An interesting thing about ads, the restaurant game have             
limited ads to watch every day and I started to feel like it is my daily task to finish                   
watching all these ads. If they don’t set this limit, I'll think they have endless ads                
and I probably won't watch these rewarding ads. 
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● Like I said before if I accomplish all tasks in the game and reach the highest                
level, I will immediately lose interest in the game and delete it and try some               
other game with same mechanics. 

 
 
Player profile taken 26-04-2018 
 
No Name From Ag

e 
Gend

er 
Game Educati

on 
Average 
spending 

3 Protik 
Sarkar 

Banglades
h/Sweden 

28 Male Clash or 
Royal 

KTH 
student 

2 years, 
1000 SEK. 

12000 min/2 year 
How did you start to play and how did you know about this game? 
 
Definitely is word of mouth. Never started with observation. Only after someone shows             
me the game and then I will give a try. 
 
Why are you playing and what do you like about the game most? Can you please                
describe the key things that make you keep playing this game? 
 
For me, it’s like a chess match, I have to train my skills in order to win lots of the                    
matches. When I won the battle, it is like dopamine injection in my blood. 

● Firstly, I like tournaments because I can prove my skill and win a lot of specific                
in-game items. Specific in-game items that in ways you can get only with             
spending fiat money. Furthermore, in tournaments, every player are equal and it            
is all about your strategy and skills. 

● Secondly, I really like the social aspect of a game, since all of my family               
members are playing this game and we can discuss new cards, strategies, and             
events. We also have a clan of 15 people when we can talk about game and                
strategies and support each other. 

● The third thing is a story behind the game. The characters in the game are alive                
for me, each of them has stories and of course, I have my favorite cards. 

● The fourth thing that each match do not take much time. Each battle is only 3                
minutes and I can play on many occasions. 

● Last thing that the quality of the game is very high, no lags, no crashes, perfect                
performance. 

 
Why did you make your first and next purchase? 
 
When I am frustrated by failure and at the same time the game offers me cheap                
starting packs to improve my cards sets and then I will become stronger. It was a fair                 
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deal. For me personally, I will definitely make a purchase if the offer will give me                
long-term benefits and can increase my game satisfaction. 
 
 
What annoys you most about the game and why did you stop playing? 
 

● I really don’t like losing the battle, however, I understand that it’s a part of the                
game. 

● I am always annoyed by ads in total. Probably if Clash of Royal contained ads, I                
will stop playing this game. 

● I used to play many games, main reasons when I decided to delete game was               
no more emotions, no stories behind the game and I got bored. 

 
 
 
Player profile taken 16-04-2018 
 
No Name From Ag

e 
Gend

er 
Game Education Average 

spending 

4 Zixuan Zhang China 23 Femal
e 

The sims 
Onmyoji 

Master 
student 

400 
SEK/month 

 
 
How did you start to play and how did you know about this game? 
 
I read App Store Features and Editor Recommendation everyday to search good            
games, and also through some Chinese social media like Weibo or bilibili. Friends’             
recommendation is also the main means to know a new game. 
 
Why are you playing and what do you like about the game most? Can you please                
describe the key things that make you keep playing this game? 
 
I need to play games to kill time and I enjoy the feeling of accomplishment a lot, since                  
people usually don’t get this kind of enjoyments in their daily life.  
When I played Onmyoji for almost one year, the key motivation that remind me of               
playing everyday is the endless and up-to-date of the contents and the whole players              
community since all of the friends around me were playing this game and we gifted               
some virtual items to each other quite often. The game also comes up with some               
novel-style stories among the game characters offline. 
 
Why did you make your first and next purchase? 
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The first I did purchase is because my friend gifted me a virtual good and I feel like I                   
have to gift him something back. And after the first purchase, I felt like I already put                 
some investment in this game, I want to keep improving my hierarchy and collecting              
rare virtual items. 
 
What annoys you most about the game and why did you stop playing? 
 

● I don’t like the interruption during the game experience,, such as ads or             
suddenly popping up something to ask you to pay 

● I also don’t like team working in game because I am scared of being blamed by                
my teammates due to my bad performance, I consider gaming experience as a             
private experience like reading or enjoying a movie 

● I don’t like that I don’t know how much money I would eventually spend on this                
game, I prefer pay-to-pay game at least I know how much it will cost at the                
beginning 

 
 
Player profile taken 14-05-2018 
 

No Name From Age Gend
er 

Game Education Average 
spending 

5 Balu Suresh Indian 26 male War and 
Order 

Master 
student 

0 

 
 
How did you start to play and how did you know about this game? 
 
I am a fan of old strategy games at PC, such as Age of Empires. When I came to 
Sweden for studying I got bored sometimes and started searching something in the 
same style in mobile store. For me, as an architect, it was important to find something 
with realistic graphics and good stories behind the game. Moreover, I checked the 
rating of games of what players leave in the feedback section. It’s a free game - it was 
on the important thing why I started playing this game, I am just not used to spending 
money on games. 
 
 
Why are you playing and what do you like about the game most? Can you please 
describe the key things that make you keep playing this game? 
 

● Like I said before, it is really a good looking game. All details look perfect which 
attracts me a lot. 
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● This game has a strong community. This is another important part for me 
because I can join the aliens and other players can help to protect my castle. 
Also, some games contain internal chat where we can discuss different topic 
relative to the game. 

● Also, I was quite addictive to the daily task. Even when I turned off notification of 
the game, I will still want to check what happens to my castle when I got a few 
minutes free. I used to like to go through everyday challenges and earn daily 
login rewards. 

● I like that each session of play does not take too much time - it’s only 3-4 
minutes. I can play in the transport, queue and any occasion when I have free 5 
minutes 

● I also mentioned that when I defeat the battles, some of the castles present me 
really good items to compensate my frustration. In general, I like unexpected 
surprises in the game  

● I like that I can get a lot of rewards from challenges. When I won and got a lot of 
rewards I feel ‘moment of joy’ which will attract me to keep playing. 

● This game doesn’t contain ads, only in-game purchasing. For me, it was much 
better than other games in the initial stage of playing. 

 
 
Why did you make your first and next purchase? 
 
I did not make any purchase. It was a lot of moments that the game offers me different 
options but initially, I decided for myself to do not spend money on games.  
I think I can do purchasing if I am playing with my friends and I know that I will play this 
game in long term. 
 
What annoys you most about the game and why did you stop playing? 
 
After some level game offer you to join the clan, this is a nice feature and I used to 
have benefits for playing on the team. You teammates can protect your castle, you can 
attack together - it’s much more fun and enjoyment. However, players who do 
purchasing develop their Castle much faster and I just can not follow them at the same 
speed without purchasing. They became more powerful and better position in team 
hierarchy. I was the weakest part of the team because I did not spend money on the 
game. Based on this fact I lost interest in this game and decided to quit. 
 
Of course, you can follow your team members by spending more time in the game, but 
for me, games are still wasting time. This to reason was crucial for my decision to 
delete this game. 
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8.2 Questionnaire 

8.2.1 Questionnaire for developers 
How to increase revenue in F2P mobile games? 
 
We are two master students from KTH Entrepreneurship and Innovation Management 
Program. Now we are working on our master thesis project -- "How to increase revenue in F2P 
mobile games". We would like to collect opinions from Swedish game developers and players 
both sides to analyze it. Finally, we will send you our research in the middle of June. We are 
really enjoying the game dev community and hope that together we can make a positive 
contribution to this topic, big thanks in advance for all participants! 
  
Survey will take approximately 6 minutes 
 
Section 1 of 4 About you and your company 
 
1.1 The name of your company 

❏ Prefer to stay anonymous 
❏ Other… 

 
1.2 Email (we will send you final report at this email address) 
 
1.3How long have you been working in mobile game industry? 

❏ <1 years 
❏ >1 and <3 years 
❏ >3 years 

 
1.4 What genre(s) of mobile games do you mainly focus on? 

❏ Action 
❏ Adventure 
❏ Arcade 
❏ Board 
❏ Card 
❏ Casino 
❏ Dice 
❏ Education 
❏ Family 
❏ Music 
❏ Puzzle 
❏ Racing 
❏ Role-Playing 
❏ Simulation 
❏ Sports 
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❏ Strategy 
❏ Trivia 
❏ Word 
❏ Other… 

 
1.5 What kind of business model do you mainly use for your games? 

❏ Free-to-Play 
❏ Pay-to-Play 
❏ Freemium model 
❏ Subscription model 
❏ Other… 

 
Section 2 of 4 About your customers 
 
2.1 How many downloads does your game have in all platforms worldwidely? 

❏ < 1M 
❏ 1M-2M 
❏ 2M - 10M 
❏ > 10M 

 
2.2 What is the gender of the majority players? 

❏ Male 
❏ Female 
❏ Equal 

 
2.3 What age range of players is the most? 

❏ 3-7 
❏ 8-19 
❏ 20-29 
❏ 30-39 
❏ 40+ 
❏ Other… 

 
2.4 Which areas are your major markets? 

❏ Europe 
❏ Russia 
❏ East Asia 
❏ East-south Asia 
❏ Middle East 
❏ North America 
❏ South America 
❏ Africa 
❏ Australia 

 
Section 3 of 4 Value chain and design of the monetization 
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We are more focusing on Retention and Monetization process regardless of acquisition 
process which is more about traditional marketing techniques 
 
3.1Please estimate following features to get players engaged in the retention process 

 Stron
gly 
ineffici
ent  

Ineffici
ent 

Neutr
al 

Effici
ent 

Stron
gly 
efficie
nt 

Fostering collecting, decorating, 
friendship/collaboration/request help from friends 
with rewards, exploring, caring and 
competition/comparing charts  

     

Rewarding the player contributes to his “emotional 
journey”, his positive feelings and identification  

     

Regular “exponential and not linear” leveling up 
(damages, earned gold, power of equipements)  

     

Inviting friends       

Informing disconnected players on new things to 
do or new items 

     

Giving assiduity rewards for regular players or to 
have cross-platform rewards for the same game 

     

Doing regular compulsory tasks (calendar etc.) or 
the leveling up is blocked  

     

Increasing cross-games retention of the same 
developer by using the same in-game currency for 
different games  

     

Punishing absence       

 
 

3.2 What is the DAU/MAU (percentage of players that play your game everyday = degree of 
stickiness) of your players? 

❏ 0%-5% 
❏ 5%-10% 
❏ 10%-15% 
❏ 15%-20% 
❏ 20%-25% 
❏ >25% 
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3.3 Please estimate sales performance of following virtual items 
 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Virtual currency        

Cosmetic or vanity items       

Power or performance items        

Booster items        

Functional or comfort items        

User-generated items        

 
3.4 Please estimate the operation techniques when you run in-game shops to foster purchase 
and repeated purchase 
 

 Strongly 
inefficient 

Inefficient Neutral Efficient  Strongly 
efficient 

Seasonal or cultural events       

Time-limited offers       

Challenging quests       

Special discount for first 
purchase  

     

Promotions       

Sales      

Regular new items       

Competition (leaderboard 
etc.)  

     

Happy moment payment 
(timing) 

     

Mysterious gift 
(lottery/gambling)  
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3.5 Please estimate other means to earn resources: 
 

 Strongly 
unprofitable 

Unprofita
ble 

Neutr
al 

Profita
ble  

Strongly 
profitable 

Propose in-game and sponsored 
items 

     

Put around-game advertising in a 
banner  

     

Cross-game advertisement (for 
another game by the same or an 
other developer) 

     

Cross-advertising (Game A adverts 
Game B and reciprocally) 

     

Merchandising       

VIP accounts (Free core and 
optional small subscription fee to 
access special contents)  

     

Competition level/event/tournament 
access for skill-based game  

     

Donations      

Keep a cut of trading among 
players or to put trading/auction 
taxation  

     

 
Section 4 of 4 Key metrics 
 
4.1 What does the revenue of your game mainly come from? 
  

 0% 0-30% 30-60%  60-90% 100% 

Ads      

Paid       

In-app 
purchases  
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Merch       

Others       

 
4.2 How many users are paying in your game? 

❏ <1% 
❏ >1% and <3% 
❏ >3% and <5% 
❏ >5% and <10% 
❏ >10% 
❏ 100% (If it is P2P model) 

4.3 Which platform is more profitable? 
❏ App Store 
❏ Google Play 
❏ Equal 

  
4.4 Which region is more profitable? 

❏ Europe 
❏ Russia 
❏ East Asia 
❏ North America 
❏ South America 
❏ Africa 
❏ Australia 
❏ Middle East 
❏ East-south Asia 
❏ other 

 
4.5 What is your business strategy? 

❏ Continuous improvement one or few games (Game as a Service) 
❏ Developing multiple games 
❏ Developing games for sale to big publisher 
❏ Other… 

  
4.6 What is your opinion on how to increase revenue in F2P mobile games or advice about our 
research? 
 
 

8.2.2 Questionnaire for players 
Questionnaire for players 
 
Do you like playing mobile games? Do you want to contribute to the game develop community 
to make them create better games? We are two master students from KTH Entrepreneurship 
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and Innovation Management Program. Now we are working on our master thesis project -- 
"How to increase revenue in F2P mobile games". We would like to collect opinions from 
players. Big thanks in advance for all participants! 
  
Survey will take approximately 3 minutes 
 
1.What genres of mobile games do you usually play? 

o  Action (Dunk Line, Bloons TD 5, MARVEL Contest of Champions, etc.) 
o  Adventure (My Shelf, Minecraft, Monument Valley 2, etc.) 
o  Arcade (Candy Crush Saga, Kick the Buddy, etc.) 
o  Board (Sudoku, Jigsaw Club, Bingo Party, etc.) 
o  Card (UNO ™ & Friends, Heads Up!, Slotomania: Vegas Slots Casino, etc.) 
o  Casino (LeoVegas - Real, Blackjack Card Counting Pro, etc.) 
o  Dice (Fighting Fantasy Ian Livingstone Bundle, etc.) 
o  Education (Teletubbies: Tinky Winky, Dipsy, Laa-Laa and Po, Math Games: Big Bundle, 
etc.) 
o  Family (My Oasis - Relaxing Sanctuary, My Town : Airport, Hay Day, etc.) 
o  Music (SongPop 2 - Guess The Song, Piano Tiles 2™, etc.) 
o  Puzzle (Scale, RGB Express, The Room Three, etc.) 
o  Racing (Happy Racing - Online Wheels, Earn to Die 2, Bike Race Pro: Motor Racing, 
etc.) 
o  Role-Playing (My Shelf, My Hospital: Build and Manage, FINAL FANTASY VII, etc.) 
o  Simulation (My Oasis - Relaxing Sanctuary, Minecraft, Homescapes, etc.) 
o  Sports (Tappy Shots,  Baseball Boy!, Golf Clash, etc.) 
o  Strategy (Cooking Fever, Bloons TD 5, etc.) 
o  Trivia (Quizclash!,  QuizUp™, etc.) 
o  Word (Word Snack - Picnic with Words, Crossword, etc. 
o  Other… 

  
2.How much money do you spend every month on playing mobile games?(1US Dollar~10 
Swedish Krona) 

❏ <10 kr 
❏ 11-50kr 
❏ 51-100kr 
❏ 101-200kr 
❏ 201-500kr 
❏ more than 500kr 
❏ never 

 
3. How do you usually know a new game? 

o  Social media like Facebook, Instagram, etc. 
o  Friends or colleagues 
o  Game websites or forums 
o  TV/Youtube/Bilibili... 
o  Magazines/newspaper... 
o  Metro/bus ads 
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o  Other… 
 
4. How many games in your mobile devices? 

❏ 0 
❏ 1-2 
❏ 3-4 
❏ 5-8 
❏ >9 

 
5. In what occasion do you usually play games most? 

o  Leisure time at home 
o  Before going to bed 
o  At work or school 
o  On the transportation, e.g. metro, bus, flight 
o  In the queue, like bank, restaurant, etc. 
o  On the toilet 
o  Before exam 
o  When my mom/girlfriend is nagging... 
o  Other… 

 
6. How often do you play  mobile games? 

❏ Everyday 
❏ 3-5 times a week 
❏ 1-3 times a week 
❏ Less than once a week 

 
7. How much time do you spend on mobile games everyday averagely？ 

❏ <10min 
❏ 10-30 min 
❏ 30-60 min 
❏ 1-3 hours 
❏ More than 3 hours 

 
8. What makes you delete the game shortly after downloading? 

❏ High barriers to access (not easy, fast and smooth) 
❏ Long and tedious tutorial period 
❏ Too many ads 
❏ Unpleasant characters, music or styles 
❏ Selling virtual items too early 
❏ Get bored 
❏ Bad quality, lags and crashes 
❏ Other… 

 
9. What do you like in your gaming experience 

❏ Predictable achievements 
❏ Surprise achievements 
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❏ Challenges 
❏ Hard currency gambling 
❏ Limited sessions or special events 
❏ Leaderboard 
❏ Sale campaigns 
❏ Item gifting 
❏ Free gifting 
❏ Inviting friends 
❏ Cooperative play 
❏ Competitive play 
❏ Other… 

 
10. What items do you usually buy in mobile games 

❏ Virtual currency 
❏ Cosmetic or vanity items (clothes, appearance, on-screen representation as well as any 

animations and sounds associated with them, the name and its writing/color, the label 
of a good) 

❏ Power or performance items (to elevate offensive and defensive abilities) 
❏ Booster items (to accelerate progression speed, to bypass constraints (one more life) or 

speed up gameplay elements (e.g. faster building or repairing structures in a tower 
defense game, increase the speed of vehicles in FPS games)) 

❏ Functional or comfort items(to customize interface to manage datas, erase some stats 
about players, do tedious tasks automatically, rent private servers, or enlarge storage 
space, etc.) 

❏ User-generated items (you can create by yourself) 
❏ Remove ads 
❏ Mysterious items (Lottery) 
❏ Nothing 
❏ Other… 

 
11. In what moment are you most likely to pay? 

❏ Advancement in a status hierarchy 
❏ Emotions/immersion: to experience new content, to explore, to relax, to escape, to 

enter an adventure 
❏ Feelings: to build friendships, to make gifts to other players, to socialize and help 

others, to collaborate in teams 
❏ Customization and self-expression: to stand out, to collect items, to create items, to 

build imagination 
❏ Progress/achievement: to get advantage in competitive settings and to keep up with 

co-players 
❏ Virtual items on sale(bargain) 
❏ Other… 

 
13.What is your gender? 

❏ Female 
❏ Male 
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❏ Other… 
 
14. What is your age? 

❏ Under 19 
❏ 20-29 
❏ 30-39 
❏ 40+ 

 
15. Where are you from? 

❏ Europe 
❏ East Asia 
❏ North America 
❏ South America 
❏ Africa 
❏ Australia 
❏ Middle East 
❏ East-south Asia 

 
16. How much is your disposable income per month? (1US Dollar~10 Swedish Krona) 

❏ Under 1000SEK 
❏ 1000-5000SEK 
❏ 5000-10000SEK 
❏ Over 10000SEK 

 
17. What is your education background? 

❏ High school 
❏ Undergraduate 
❏ Graduate 
❏ phD 
❏ higher 

 
18. What's the purpose of you playing game? 

❏ Purely like games 
❏ Killing time 
❏ Feeling of accomplishment 
❏ Common topic with friends 
❏ Escaping from work or study 
❏ Other… 

 
19. What other kind of value you want to gain from playing mobile games? 

8.2.3 Responses from players 
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